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The North Carolina 
 

VIPER Medical Network (VMN)  
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Following is a description of the state operated medical radio system in North Carolina. 

This system is call the “VIPER Medical Network” (VMN). Generic information 

regarding the developing North Carolina VIPER (Voice Interoperability Plan for 

Emergency Responders) radio network is also included. These descriptions provide 

direction for the developing statewide medical radio systems as the systems continue to 

evolve. 

Me Network (VMN) 
 

North Carolina has implemented a statewide P25 trunked digital radio system. This radio 

system referred to as the “Viper Network” for Voice Interoperability Plan for Emergency 

Responders. As a sub-system within the VIPER trunked radio network is the "Viper 

Medical Network" or VMN, which establishes a digital talk group for every hospital, 

military hospital, veteran’s hospital, mobile hospital, SMAT II teams and a common 

community health center talk group within the state. Provisions are included for the 

temporary assignments of talk groups for special medical or disaster events.   The VMN 

provides radio connection to any hospital, ambulance or field medical service unit from 

anywhere to anywhere in the state. 

 

For interoperability compatibility, every radio that is functioning as part of the VMN 

must have a common group of channels or "talk groups" with standard channel names. 

The VMN radios must be equipped with a series of identical channels with standard 

channel names. 

 

The standardized Talk Groups for the VMN radios are set up in eight classifications: 

 

1. Statewide Medical Talk Groups used for medical and patient communication 

2. Statewide Calling Talk Groups 

3. Statewide Event Talk Groups 

4. State Highway Patrol (SHP) Common and Mutual Aid Talk Groups 

5. North Carolina Emergency Management Approved Talk Groups 

6. Statewide Roamer Talk Groups 

7. Statewide General Pool Talk Groups 

8.    Domestic Preparedness Regions (DPR) Talk Groups 

  



 

 

STATEWIDE MEDICAL VMN TALK GROUPS 
 
 

 

The Viper Medical Network provides a talk group “channel” for every hospital in the 

state thus enabling VMN VIPER users the ability to contact hospitals for medical or 

patient care communication from anywhere in the state. 

 

There are 208 statewide digital Viper Medical "VM" talk groups. Each of the hospital 

talk groups is identified by a 5-digit numeric address and/or hospital aliases that are 

grouped into thirteen radio zones or banks identified as the “VM” talk groups. These 

zones are established so the channels can be installed in mobile or portable radios which 

typically have 16 switch positions, as well as in the hospital control stations. 

 

The hospital talk groups are identified by a three character zone such as “VMA,” 

“VMB,” “VMC,” “VMD,” “VME,” etc. … up through to “VMM.” Within each of these 

thirteen VM zones there are sixteen numeric 5-digit addresses and/or hospital aliases 

that correspond to each hospital in the state. Each hospital has a pre-designated VM 

address which the hospital obtains by authorization when it installs a VIPER medical 

control radio. Active VM hospital addresses and aliases are listed in this VMN Guide as 

well as on the web at: http://www.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/EMS/pdf/dtmfref.pdf 

 

All VM mobile, portable and hospital control radios must have all of the VM talk group 

list programmed into the radio to insure operational compatibility when future hospitals 

are implemented or when temporary VMN talk groups are assigned for special events or 

disasters.  

 

 

STATEWIDE CALLING TALK GROUPS 
 

The VIPER Statewide Calling Talk Groups allow VIPER radio users to make contact 

with the 9-1-1 Center or Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) in properly equipped 

counties across the state. This enables any VIPER radio to contact either their home 9 -

1-1 Center when they are out of their home county or to contact the 9-1-1 Center in the 

county that they may be in at the time assistance is needed. Contact can be established 

by installing a station to monitor these talk groups. 

 

There are FIVE Statewide Calling Talk Groups located within the radio in the zone 

identified as “SW”. 

These are listed below with the standard channel name used for programming: 

 

http://www.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/EMS/pdf/dtmfref.pdf


 

 

1. Statewide Call ..................................... SW CALL 

2. Statewide Law..................................... SW LAW 

3. Statewide Fire ..................................... SW FIRE 

4. Statewide EMS ................................... SW EMS 

5. Statewide General Government .......... SW GEN 
 

NOTE:  
The Five Statewide Calling Talk Groups are ONLY FOR CALLING PURPOSES.  

 
  

 
Each properly equipped county 9-1-1 center will have a control station set to monitor 

the Statewide Call (SW CALL) talk group at all times. The Statewide Call (SW CALL) 

talk group is essentially a large party line, similar in operation to the old “Inter-City” 

channel used between 9-1-1 centers. One of the most significant differences with the 

Statewide Call (SW CALL) talk group is that it allows VIPER users with mobile and 

portable radios to communicate with the 9-1-1 Centers statewide. The Statewide Law, 

Fire, EMS and General Government talk groups are to be utilized after communications 

with the center has been established and the VIPER user is switched to the appropriate 

talk group.  If a VIPER user with either a mobile or portable radio needs to contact a 9-

1-1 center using the Statewide Call (SW CALL) talk group, the following procedure 

should be followed: 

 

• Adjust the radio to the “SW CALL” talk group.  
• Give the name of the county 9-1-1 center that you are calling.  
• Give your agency name and unit identifier, followed by the words “on Statewide Call.”  
• For example: “Carteret County 9-1-1, this is Wake County Sheriff Unit 301 calling 

on Statewide Call” 
 
This provides three important pieces of information: 

 

1. The name of the County 9-1-1 Center that you are calling.  
2. Your Agency name, Unit number and Discipline, e.g. Law Enforcement, Fire, 

EMS, EM, etc. 

3. The Channel that you are calling the 9-1-1 Center on, e.g. Statewide Call 
 
 

When the contacted 9-1-1 Center receives a call from a VIPER user, based on the 

information provided in the contact message, a determination will be made as to which 

of the four discipline specific Statewide Calling Talk Groups should be used for further 

the conversation. For example, if the calling user was a Sheriff or Police agency, then 

the 9-1-1 Center would recommend to the VIPER user that they move to Statewide Law 

(SW LAW) to continue the radio communications with that center. An example of this 

would be: 

 

• The 9-1-1 Center would respond to the calling VIPER user: 
“Wake County Sheriff Unit 311, this is Carteret County 9-1-1, 

switch to Statewide Law” 

 

 



 

This accomplishes three important things: 

 

 

1. It provides calling VIPER user with clear direction about what channel they need 

to change to so that they can relay their request to the 9-1-1 center; 

 

2. It removes the conversation between the 9-1-1 center and the calling VIPER user 

from the Statewide Call (SW CALL) talk group so that the “party line” is clear for further 

radio communications statewide; and, 

3. Allows the 9-1-1 Center and the calling VIPER user to communicate on the 

discipline specific channel their request. 

 

Once the communication between both the 9-1-1 Center and the VIPER user is complete, 

then the 9-1-1 Center would return its control station to the Statewide Call talk group, 

ready for future contacts and the calling VIPER user would return to the channel that 

they were operating on prior to initiating the Statewide Call. 

 

 

STATEWIDE EVENT TALK GROUPS 
 

The VIPER Statewide Event Talk Groups are not assigned to any specific agency. They 

provide all VIPER users thirty-two (32) statewide talk groups which can be directed in 

the event of a multi -agency response that exceeds the scope of a normal occurrence or 

covers a larger than normal geographic area. The state EOC 24-Hour Center serves as 

the clearinghouse for assignment of these talk groups based upon location and need. The 

Statewide Event Talk Groups are in a zone or bank in the radio identified as “EVENT” 

or “EVT”. They have the standardized channel naming listed below: 

 

1. Alpha 1 9. Charly 1 17. Echo 1 25. Golf 1 

2. Alpha 2 10. Charly 2 18. Echo 2 26. Golf 2 

3. Alpha 3 11. Charly 3 19. Echo 3 27. Golf 3 

4. Alpha 4 12. Charly 4 20. Echo 4 28. Golf 4 

5. Bravo 1 13.  Delta 1 21. Fxtrt 1   29. Hotel 1 

6. Bravo 2 14.  Delta 2 22. Fxtrt 2 30. Hotel 2 

7. Bravo 3 15.  Delta 3 23. Fxtrt 3 31. Hotel 3 

8. Bravo 4 16.   Delta 4 24. Fxtrt 4 32. Hotel 4 

       
 
 

STATEWIDE HIGHWAY PATROL MUTUAL AID TALK GROUPS 
 

The VIPER Statewide Highway Patrol Mutual Aid Talk Groups serve as a means for all 

VIPER users to have the ability to contact one of the State Highway Patrol’s eight (8) 

communications centers. They also allow VIPER users monitoring one of the eight (8) 

Troop Mutual Aid talk groups to hear emergency messages, referred to by the SHP as 



“Signal 25” broadcasts. There are eight (8) SHP Troop Mutual Aid talk groups 

authorized for all VIPER users. They have the standardized channel naming listed 

below: 

 

•Troop A Mutual Aid (Williamston) ............... TRPA MAID  
•Troop B Mutual Aid (Elizabethtown) ............ TRPB MAID  
•Troop C Mutual Aid (Raleigh) ......................  TRPC MAID  
•Troop D Mutual Aid (Greensboro) ................  TRPD MAID  
•Troop E Mutual Aid (Salisbury) ....................  TRPE MAID  
•Troop F Mutual Aid (Newton) .......................  TRPF MAID  
•Troop G Mutual Aid (Asheville) ....................  TRPG MAID  
•Troop H Mutual Aid (Monroe) ......................   TRPH MAID 

 

 

In addition to the SHP Mutual Aid Talk Groups, there are eight (8) Troop Common Talk 

Groups designed to be utilized to communicate directly with a State Trooper without 

disrupting the SHP’s operation on its respective Troop and District Dispatch Talk Group. 

These same talk groups are used to provide “Car to Car” communications between SHP 

personnel. The talk groups are listed below with their standardized channel naming: 

These talk groups are not commonly available to all VIPER users. 

 
 

•Troop A Common 2 ....................................... TRPA COM2  
•Troop B Common 2 ......................................  TRPB COM2  
•Troop C Common 2 ......................................  TRPC COM2  
•Troop D Common 2 ....................................... TRPD COM2  
•Troop E Common 2 .......................................  TRPE COM2  
•Troop F Common 2 .......................................  TRPF COM2  
•Troop G Common 2 ....................................... TRPG COM2  
•Troop H Common 2 ....................................... TRPH COM2 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

NC EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT (NCEM) TALK GROUPS 

 

North Carolina Emergency Management (NCEM) has authorized certain talk groups to 

be provided to local emergency officials to facilitate coordination between state 

emergency management staff, the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and local 

agencies. These four talk groups are to be used primarily by local emergency 

management representatives, however they may be used on a secondary basis by any 

duly authorized representative of any federal, state or local emergency response agency 

for the same purpose: The NCEM talk groups are listed below along with their 

standardized channel naming: 

 

•   NCEM Eastern Branch Office Staff  ........................................ NCEM-EBO 

•   NCEM Central Branch Office Staff ......................................... NCEM-CBO 

• NCEM Western Branch Office Staff ........................................ NCEM-WBO 

• NCEM State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) ................. NCEM-EOC 
 

 

STATEWIDE ROAMER TALK GROUPS 
 

Six (6) statewide roamer talk groups have been established for the purpose of providing 

all agencies utilizing VIPER, either as a day- to-day user or as an inter-operability user, 

with a series of talk groups that may be used for communication with VIPER users that 

may be traveling outside of their home geographic area but do not require dedicated 

means of communications with their units. An example would be an ambulance on an 

out of county transport that desires to contact their home county with routine radio traffic 

concerning their unit status, destination and availability. These six (6) talk groups are 

statewide talk groups but are divided among the three areas of the state corresponding 

to the VIPER Operational “ZONES”. The roamer talk groups are listed below along with 

their standardized channel naming: 

 

•VIPER East Roam 1 .............................VEROAM1 

•VIPER East Roam 2 .............................VEROAM2 

 

•VIPER Central Roam 1 ........................ VCROAM1 

•VIPER Central Roam 2 .........................VCROAM2 

 
•VIPER West Roam 1 ........................... VWROAM1 

•VIPER West Roam 2 ........................... VWROAM2 

 



 

 

 

STATEWIDE GENERAL POOL TALK GROUPS 
 

As a means for any agency using VIPER to have at its disposal a series of “AD HOC” 

talk groups, six (6) statewide general pool talk groups have been established for the 

purpose of providing all agencies utilizing VIPER, either as a day-to-day user or simply 

as an inter-operability user, with a series of talk groups that may be used for 

communication with other VIPER users on an “as needed” basis. These six (6) talk 

groups are statewide talk groups but are divided among the three areas of the state 

corresponding to the VIPER Operational “ZONES”. The general pool talk groups are 

listed below along with their standardized channel naming: 

 

•VIPER East Pool 1 .............................VEPOOL1 

•VIPER East Pool 2 .............................VEPOOL2 

 

•VIPER Central Pool 1 ........................ VCPOOL1 

•VIPER Central Pool 2 .........................VCPOOL2 

 
•VIPER West Pool 1 ........................... VWPOOL1 

•VIPER West Pool 2 ........................... VWPOOL2 
 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL PUBLIC SAFETY PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

(NPSPAC) TALK GROUPS 
 
 
 

NPSPAC has designated national mutual aid channels to facilitate 800 MHz voice 

interoperability communications among local, state, and federal public safety agencies. 

The state currently has only a limited number of base stations or repeaters operating on 

the NPSPAC channels. Some counties have operational repeaters but in most areas of 

the state only “talk-around” operation is available for mutual aid communications. This 

generally limits the range of these channels to “at the incident scene.” There is one 

calling and four tactical NPSPAC Mutual Aid conventional channels. These have the 

national standardized channel naming listed below: 

 

 



  
 
 •NPSPAC Calling (conventional repeater) ............................ 8CALL90  
 •NPSPAC Calling direct (talk around) ................................... 8CALL90D 

 

 •NPSPAC tactical (conventional repeater) ............................. 8TAC91  
 •NPSPAC tactical direct (talk around) .................................... 8TAC91D 

 

 •NPSPAC tactical (conventional repeater).............................. 8TAC92  
 •NPSPAC tactical direct (talk around) .................................... 8TAC92D 

 

 •NPSPAC tactical (conventional repeater) ............................. 8TAC93  
 •NPSPAC tactical direct (talk around) .................................... 8TAC93D 

 

 •NPSPAC tactical (conventional repeater) ............................. 8TAC94  
 •NPSPAC tactical direct (talk around) .................................... 8TAC94D 
 
 
 

DOMESTIC PREDAREDNESS REGIONS (DPR) TALK GROUPS 
 
 

The State of NC has been divided up into 9 Domestic Preparedness Regions (DPR).  

Each region has10 DPR talk groups assigned. The DPR talk groups are additional 

interoperability resources that are typically reserved for planned events but can be 

utilized during an incident if needed. The DPR talk groups are located in the zone or 

bank within the radio identified “DPR” and have the standardized channel naming, for 

example DPR 1 TG 1 (thru 10), DPR 4 TG 1 (thru 10).  DPR talk groups are normally 

assigned by the DPR coordinating county.   

 

 
 



 

NC 700 MHZ STATEWIDE COMMON SIMPLEX FREQUENCIES 
 

North Carolina has eight (8) 700 MHz channels set aside for statewide use.  These 

channels operate in P25 conventional mode (except for the 2 analog DVRS channels 

listed).  These simplex channels are means for any agency, to have at its disposal, a series 

of “AD HOC” radio to radio simplex channels for on-scene use, as well as, providing a 

standard pair of frequencies for DVRS use.  These channels are listed below: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 


